Director's note

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Sebulime Elisha Davis
On behalf of the team, I give thanks to the powers that be that hold us in power, grace and presence.
I appreciate the team of individuals I work with daily to realize the mission and objectives we set ourselves.
To our board of advisers and directors, partners, family and friends around the World, thank you!
A very special thanks to Jakob Gartner and the entire Aktion 5% Organization from German for believing
in us and supporting with our office and dance space rent for the past 4 years, we are eternally grateful.
I pray we continue to dream big and double the work and effort to realize our dreams.
May we renew our passion & commitment to creating better communities by inspiring positive change,
one individual at a time.
The year 2021 has had its challenges with the Covid 19 pandemic putting us on a stand still, disrupting our
social and economic lives. But is has also reminded and taught us some good lessons, one of which is the
realization of how interconnected we all are.
I recognize and appreciate those among us who fought to see we come out alive. I pay my respect to the
departed and extend sincere condolences to those who lost loved ones in the process.
I pray we rise from this more connected, integrated, relisilient and compassionate than before. May we
collectively be more aware of our actions and their intended or non-intended consquences, and aim to
use our knowledge, resources and talents for the preservation and concervation of the Earth!

We did not inherit the Earth from our ancestors,
We borrowed it from our grandchildren
- Indigenous People -
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Vision:

Mission:

A cohesive community of open minded,
resourceful and self-aware individuals in
Uganda.

Creating a safe environment,which engages children
and youth to discover their identities and develop
social and economical skills through Arts, Sports and
non-formal education methodologies.

Core values:

Respect - Reflection - Integrity - Hard work
Community Service - Cooperation.
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Curriculum Themes
Curriculum Themes
These are the participatory portals through and with which we explore, experience, understand and
reconnect to life forms on Earth.
They are the foundation on which we develop, design and implement our program activities offering an
opportunity to the facilitator and participants to go on a journey to seek, debate, question, discover,
remember and share their truth and new discoveries without blame or judgement.

IDENTITY:
This is the past, present and future
presentation, expression and definition
of our feelings, thoughts and actions in
relation to the elements that support our
human experience. We refer to this in our
learning environment as the process not
a found object. A process to remember,
create and become who we desire to be.

ENVIRONMENT:
That which surrounds us in the physical and spiritual aspects
of life. The seen and unseen elements that affect our being,
thought, emotions and actions. That which offers reflections
to look critically deep inside and outside to acknowledge,
accept, bless and realize our purpose in life. We refer to this in
our learning experiences and environment as the support.
The support for the realization and creation of who we want
to become and our life purpose.

HEALTH:
Extend healing and restoration of balance to all that gives life coordination, rhythm and flow. Health is a
state of being which can be achieved through attention, mindfulness, awareness, conscious choices and
actions.
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The Methodology
We use a

NON-FORMAL
EDUCATION approach
where we engage with the participants
using arts and sports tools, documenrary
film, group discussions, field/study trips,
reading clubs and community service as
mediums of learning.

Through the program activities such as dance, visual art, music,
creative writing, sports and games. We explore our themes
(Identity, Environment and Health), to deepen and grow our
understanding of life events as they unfold in different forms at
different stages of our development.
To develop character, skills, and the attitude of learning to serve
others.

Our parent model is the Creative Empowerment Model,
designed by Partners For Youth Empowerment Global
(PYE Global) based in the United States of America
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2021 in Review
At Soul-Xpressions, we set out to steer toward our individual and collective objectives and dreams.
We set out to develop our artistic skills in dance, creative writing and music. To continue developing our
leadership qualities instilling values and skills of respect for self and others, coorparation, self-confidence
and awareness, effective communication, creativity, critical thinking among others.
We set out to complete our board of advisors, set up financial systems and policies and grow our network
locally, regionally and internationally.
We are very grateful that regardless of the restrictions due to the Covid 19 pandemic, we were able to
achieve some of these objectives.

At the Local

Dance Training

Teacher training: We had one teacher training at the
beginning of the year where we took through our
emerging youth facilitators different tools and methods
of the creative facilitation model. We however, couldn’t
do a follow up training due to the second lock down.

We had minimal training in different dance
techniques, mostly traditional dance
movement research and contemporary ballet.
We also worked body strength and flexibility
through yoga.
Dance Production; we were not able to work on
a dance theatre production as planned due to
lock down and limited resources.
Teacher training; we have not been able to
conduct a dance teacher training this year
because of the closure of schools and
inconsistency in activities due limited mobility.

Outreach; this year we managed to engage a total of
86 youth in our leadership and life skills training
program that we conduct at our local partner centers.
At Peopele Concern Children Project (PCCP) in
Kabalagala and Sosolya Undugu Dance Academy in
Busabala.
It is always a great environment and feeling to see
youth dive into activities and show a glimpse of
developed self confidence, creativity, coorperation
and a sense of community or belonging.

At the International
As part of our international project, P-Action,
we are hosting 4 volunteers from Spain, Greece and
Poland. They will be with us until end of March 2022.
Unfortunately, we were not able to send due to strict
travel measures for people travelling to Europe amidst
the pandemic. we couldn’t get visas.
Kick of meeting; we had a partners kickoff meeting in
Sardina, Italy in September to restart another project.
Sports Community Reported (SCRED)
As part of Global Lab in Action, a European and
African project, we conducted a 3 days workshop for
youth addresing SDGs tackling enviromental awareness
and responsibilty.
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From our Staff

After being locked down nationwide for over 15 months, we resumed our dance
and facilitation programs amidst the pandemic towards the end of the year.
Of course operating through such times is super intricate and challenging but
we looked at this as an opportunity to develop our resilience and commitment.
The experience has allowed us to expound and rethink how to offer our programs.
This year we introduced a reading club to our programs which has contributed
a lot to storytelling and at the same time helps the participants improve on their
reading and writing skills. In November, we were finally able to host four
PROGRAMS MANAGER
volunteers from Spain, Greece and Poland under the P-Action project. The two
volunteers from Spain, started Spanish language and Ballet lessons at the centers. Kanyike Edgar

Luddai Aisha - PCCP

“We have community agreements
like listening well which has helped
me improve on my listening skills.”

Kadooli John - PCCP

“I like the games we play.
We learn about how to
work with others.”

Our dance training in the last quarter mainly focused on our physical and mental strength and health
through different movement techniques, yoga and meditation.
To all our stakeholders and everyone who believes in our vision and mission, we are forever grateful for the
unconditional support and love you have showed us throughout the year.
THANK YOU!

European Volunteer Service (EVS) P-Action Project
Thanks to Soul-Xpressions I am discovering Kampala, learning how to teach
kids and meeting beautifulpeople. In the beginning, I was nervous because I
didn't know if my proposals were going to work, if I could have a good
communication, etc. Now I feel more confident and I am enjoying the classes.
Soul-Xpressions care about how the kids are, how they feel, what they think,
what they want. I am proud to work with an organization who try to promote
values in order to create a better world. If I think of Soul-Xpressions I think about
IRENE MANSO SANZ - Spain community, education, having fun, support and art.
Working with Soul-Xpressions is a very good experience. Since the first day,
I feel huge support and care. Starting work was also starting to live in a different
culture in a new country, members of the organization made this transition easy
and stressless. In my work, I feel big trust from the supervisors and I have a chance
to implement my own ideas for the program we run. They are very easy with
giving and receiving feedback. I feel I have a chance to develop my skills in a safe
environment. Challenges that appear from time to time are related to different
KLAUDIA BARAŃSKA - Poland cultures and communication and I see a desire to solve them in partnership.
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Working with Soul-Xpressions is one of the most challenging and beautiful
experience in my life. Challenge because it’s difficult to work with children that
you don’t know, children that have different context of life than ours. But at the
same time, the most rewarding job I have ever done. It is so beautiful to see a
child laugh with one of your activities or how they run tohug us when we arrive
at the school. An amazing organization made up of parts of the heart of each
member. If what you want is to get out of your confort zone, a place to grow,
to know yourself better and open your mind in a huge way surrounded of
MARÍA GUERAO SÁNCHEZ - Spain beautiful people, this is your place.

PARASKEVI DIMITROPOULOU

Greece

Being here is a life time experience. It is an un-expected beautiful surprise.
Feels like being part of a big family here in Uganda. We share our thoughts in
order to have a better result and helping each other becoming better every day.
We create strong bonds with the children,and I feel in love every time I’m close
to them. I feel joy and happiness during our classes even if things don’t work
sometimes, as expected, I learn to appreciate and respect our differences
because through them I have the ability to find myself. Thank you for this
experience and the opportunity to work with all those beautiful souls!

MEDIA MANAGER
Apio Sharon Mary

MEDIA SUMMARY

Page Likes

Page Followers

Engagement

2020

1655

1712

11.3k - 2.3k

2021

1720

1792

12.1k - 2.7k

Followers

2020
2021

Engagement

Organic Reach

318

149

155

572

235

810

Subscribers

Organic Reach

2020

27

204

2021

43

315
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Facebook; likes were divided between 10 different cities
and 10 different countries. With the largest age bracket
reached being 18-25yrs.
The page has grown in the last one year even as there
was restriction from the government in 2021.
Instagram; has grown in engagement and following and
has reached a wide range of people. We have been able
to reach countries from every continent even without
boosting.
Youtube; we have taken long without uploading videos
because workshops were on hold both for leadership and
dance development. But even as that was the situation,
we have been able to grow the numbers of subscribers.
Twitter; the handle has be domant for some time and we
plan to revive it in the coming years.
In summary, all the pages have grown and with boosting,
we can be able to reach a vast range of people worldwide.

Financial Support
Office and Dance space rent;
Aktion 5% from German, again sponsored our dance and office space rent at Design Hub Kampala for three
(3) years consecutively. This space is very fundamental to our program activities such as dance, planning and
evaluation meetings and facilitation training.

Outreach facilitation;
Our transportation to the centers of activities, student’s snacks and stationary materials this
year were supported by Aktion 5%
Our international project activities such as the mobility for the kick-off meeting in Sardinia, Italy, for the Sports
Community reported (SCRED) project, EVS in P-Action project, local Action on SDGs of Global Lab in Action project,
were all co-funded by European Commission with the Erasmus+ programme.

Sponsors and Partners

Aktion 5% : Office and dance space sponsors

PARTNERS

.
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Compiled by
Sebulime Elisha Davis
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Thank You!

